BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Skull plain films of coiled aneurysms have been used in a limited role, including morphologic comparison of the coil mass. We aimed to evaluate the efficacy of skull plain films in patients treated with detachable coils by using quantitative assessment.
largest diameter (Ͼ1.1 mm; sensitivity, 50.0%; specificity, 90.3%), the perpendicular diameter (Ͼ.9 mm; sensitivity, 62.5%; specificity, 85.5%), and the area (Ͼ8.5 mm 2 ; sensitivity, 50.0%; specificity, 83.9%) on skull lateral films to be indicative of aneurysm recurrence, and the diagnostic accuracy of these parameters increased significantly in the high-packing-attenuation group.
CONCLUSIONS:
Quantitative measurement of the coil mass by using skull plain lateral images has the potential to predict aneurysm recurrence in follow-up evaluations of intracranial aneurysms with coiling.
ABBREVIATIONS:
A AP ϭ area on the anteroposterior view; A Lat ϭ area on the lateral view; AP ϭ anteroposterior; L AP ϭ largest diameter of coil mass on the anteroposterior view; L Lat ϭ largest diameter on the lateral view; P AP ϭ diameter perpendicular to the L AP ; P Lat ϭ diameter perpendicular to the L Lat E ndovascular treatment with detachable coils has proved to be a safe and effective technique for patients with intracranial aneurysm.
1,2 However, the major drawback is that 14%ϳ33% of coiled aneurysms may be recanalized due to coil compaction, which will need retreatment. [3] [4] [5] Therefore, follow-up imaging is essential for patients with coiled aneurysms. While DSA is still a criterion standard, MRA is becoming an alternative in follow-up imaging of coiled aneurysms. 6, 7 However, these imaging studies have some disadvantages in reality. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] In contrast, skull plain films have been conventional imaging tools because they are simple, inexpensive, less invasive, and applicable to every patient under any circumstances. However, the efficacy of skull plain films has been infrequently reported in the follow-up imaging of coiled aneurysms, [14] [15] [16] in which the detailed methods used for analysis were obscure and their reliability questionable. We aimed to evaluate the efficacy of skull plain films as follow-up imaging tools of coiled aneurysms by using quantitative assessment and to compare the subgroups by clinical parameters.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patients
Our institutional review board did not require its approval or informed consent for this retrospective study. Seventy patients (18 men, 52 women; age range, 33-75 years; mean age, 53 years) with 78 aneurysms (62 unruptured) from the institutional data base of 312 patients treated with detachable coils from 2005 to 2013 were enrolled in this study.
All treated aneurysms were the saccular type, neither fusiform nor dissection. The locations of aneurysms were the anterior communicating artery (n ϭ 3), basilar tip (n ϭ 14), cavernous ICA (n ϭ 8), distal ICA (n ϭ 46), posterior cerebellar artery (n ϭ 3), superior cerebellar artery (n ϭ 3), and vertebral artery (n ϭ 1). Aneurysms ranged from 2 to 13 mm, with a mean diameter of 5.3 mm. The mean angiographic follow-up period was 24 months (range, 12-71 months).
Image Acquisition
Seventy-eight paired skull plain films (156 images of skull anteroposterior [AP] and lateral views, respectively) were finally included. The initial skull plain films, including AP and lateral views, were obtained within 1 week after completion of coil embolization, and the next ones were obtained once every year during the follow-up period.
The skull plain films were obtained in digital radiography with a flat panel detector system (Digital Diagnost; Philips Healthcare, Best, Netherlands). The conventional method with the patient in a sitting position was used for skull plain films, 17 in which the same focus-film distance was used with a constant 70 kV and 400 mA. The diameters and area of coil mass were measured by using a workstation for the PACS (Centricity PACS; GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wisconsin). The phantom study by using the radiopaque measuring ruler was performed to avoid possible measurement error from the PACS, and the measurement on the PACS was in good agreement with the ruler. Cerebral angiographies were performed immediately after coil embolization and were repeated at 12 and 24 months after the procedures and were used to confirm the recurrence of the coiled aneurysm.
Image Analysis
The initial skull plain films were compared with the final ones obtained during the follow-up period. In cases with retreatment, the initial ones were compared with the last ones before retreatment.
Two independent radiologists (W.S.J., S.J.A.) estimated the largest diameter of the coil mass (L AP ) and the diameter perpendicular to the L AP (P AP ) on the skull AP view. 18 On the skull lateral view, the largest diameter (L Lat ) and the diameter perpendicular to the L Lat (P Lat ) were also measured in the same way. In measuring the area of the coil mass, a region of interest was drawn manually along the border of the coil mass on the skull plain films, and the areas on skull AP (A AP ) and lateral views (A Lat ) were automatically calculated from the same image workstation ( Figure) . Quantitative change in each parameter was defined as the absolute difference of each parameter measured in the paired skull plain films. The size of the aneurysm was defined as the maximal diameter of those measured in 3 planes of 3D DSA images before coiling. Packing attenuation, which was defined as the percentage of aneurysm volume filled with coil mass, was calculated by using the software from the Web site AngioCalc (http://www. angiocalc.com).
Aneurysm recurrence was determined in consensus by 2 neuroradiologists (S.H.S., B.M.K.) by comparing the initial and last angiographies, and patients were divided into 2 groups: 1) Group A was defined as patients being stable or having minor morphologic changes of coiled aneurysms compared with the initial angiographies, and they did not need retreatment. On the follow-up DSA, this group showed no interval change in the morphology of the coil mass. 2) Group B was defined as having major morphologic changes of the coil mass, such as significant coil compaction, contrast filling within the aneurysm sac, and coil loosening, compared with the initial treatment results. Most cases were retreated surgically or endovascularly.
Statistical Analysis
The interobserver agreement between 2 readers was evaluated by using the intraclass correlation coefficient, 19 and an intraclass correlation coefficient Ͼ 0.75 was considered good agreement. 20 Continuous variables were presented as mean Ϯ SD. Quantitative changes in each parameter were compared by using an unpaired t test between subgroups.
The diagnostic accuracy was measured by using the area under the receiver operating characteristic curves; and the area values of the largest diameter, the perpendicular diameter, and area of the coil mass were calculated in each skull plain film to predict aneurysm recurrence.
According to the aneurysm size, packing attenuation, use of stents, and the rupture status, the diagnostic accuracy of parameters was compared by using latent binomial alternative free-response receiver operating characteristic analysis. While the aneurysm size was subdivided by 5.3 mm of the reference size, the packing attenuation was classified by 24% of the aneurysm volume. 4 Statistical analysis was performed by using commercial soft- Belgium) . A P value Ͻ .05 was considered to be statistically significant.
RESULTS
The patient demographics are summarized in Table 1 , and sex and aneurysm size were significantly different between subgroups (P Ͻ .01).
In the skull lateral view, quantitative changes of 3 parameters (L Lat , P Lat , and A Lat ) were significantly different between subgroups (P Ͻ .01, P Ͻ .01, and P ϭ .02, respectively, Table 2 ), but those of the skull AP view showed no significant difference.
In receiver operating characteristic analysis, the diagnostic accuracy of 3 parameters on the lateral view was higher than that on the AP view (Table 3) . Among them, P Lat had the highest accuracy of 0.74 with a sensitivity of 62.5%, specificity of 85.4%, positive predictive value of 45.4%, and negative predictive value of 89.2%. Only the accuracy of the L AP (area under the curve value of 0.66, P ϭ .04) was statistically significant in the AP view. However, there was no significant difference of diagnostic accuracy among L AP , L Lat , P Lat , and A Lat (P Ͼ .05). While the diagnostic accuracy of L Lat and P Lat was dependent on high packing attenuation, P Lat was a significant predictor in unruptured aneurysms (area under the curve value of 0.820, P Ͻ .05, Table 4 ). However, the diagnostic accuracy of both parameters was independent of aneurysm size and the use of a stent.
The interobserver agreement in all parameters was excellent between the 2 readers (intraclass correlation coefficients for L AP , diameter perpendicular to L AP , L Lat, P Lat , areas on skull AP, and A Lat were 0.98, 0.99, 0.98, 0.99, 0.99, and 0.99, respectively).
DISCUSSION
In this study, all measurement parameters from skull plain lateral film achieved a feasible diagnostic performance. Quantitative changes of all parameters from the skull lateral view were significantly different between subgroups. In receiver operating characteristic analysis, 2 parameters from the lateral film may help to detect recanalization of the coiled aneurysms. The reason for this significant difference between the skull AP and lateral view is not clear, but we can extrapolate that the latter may be less affected by the following factors: 1) the direction of the aneurysm projection; 2) the aneurysm shape, such as spheric or ellipsoid; and 3) the patient position.
Few studies have shown the efficacy of skull plain films in the detection of aneurysm recurrence in patients with detachable coils. [14] [15] [16] They focused mainly on the morphologic changes of coil mass and did not provide the quantitative information for coiled aneurysms. Although Hwang et al 16 first reported the usefulness of skull plain films in the prediction of aneurysm recurrence, they did not suggest the detailed morphologic criteria. Connor et al 14 reported that morphologic changes of the coil mass showed an accuracy of 76% in the angiographic evaluation of aneurysm instability without quantitative information. In our study, P Lat and L Lat showed high accuracy (0.74 and 0.69) and specificity (85.5% and 90.3%) with cutoff values of 0.9 and 1.1 mm, respectively.
Several studies showed that MRA has moderate-to-high diagnostic performance for detecting recurrence of coiled aneurysms, and it is becoming an alternative diagnostic option to invasive DSA techniques. [21] [22] [23] Cottier et al 15 proposed that the diagnostic performance of skull plain films was less accurate than TOF-MRA. This study also showed that P Lat and L Lat have relatively low sensitivities (62.5% and 50.0%, respectively), which means that these parameters might not be appropriate as screening tools. There are still controversies with regard to size variation in the coil mass, 14, 15 in which the instability of aneurysm occlusion depends mainly on thrombus in the aneurysm and healing of the arterial wall rather than the morphologic changes of coil mass. [24] [25] [26] Thus, the diameter variation of the coil mass should be carefully interpreted on serial lateral films of the cranium. However, in patients with claustrophobia, anxiety disorder, or economic hardship, skull plain films may be a complement to MRA. 10, 11 Unlike MRA, the additional advantage of skull plain films is that their diagnostic accuracy is not affected by the coil materials or device assistance, including stents. 12, 13 There were some limitations in this study. First, the study design was retrospective for a small number of cases, which might not be enough to draw a conclusion in proving the efficacy of skull plain films. Second, selection bias was ineluctable in this study because only the patients with initial and second follow-up skull plain films were enrolled. Future prospective study with larger populations across multiple centers is needed.
CONCLUSIONS
Quantitative measurement of the coil mass by using skull plain lateral film has the potential to predict aneurysm recurrence in the follow-up evaluation of intracranial aneurysms with coiling. Although a prospective study will be necessary for cost-effectiveness, skull plain films may be helpful in saving excessive medical expenses and reducing the radiation dose in patients without quantitative changes of the coiled mass by serial comparison of the skull plain films. 
